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U.S. Reestablishes Diplomatic Relations with 
Cuba and Eases Certain Sanctions 

Today, President Barack Obama announced that the United States will reestablish diplomatic relations 

with Cuba, marking the most significant change in U.S.-Cuban policy in over 50 years.  President Obama 

and Cuban President Raul Castro gave speeches simultaneously, lauding the new approach to U.S.-

Cuban relations.  The announcements were a direct result of ongoing secret talks between the U.S. and 

Cuban governments, and mutual high-profile prisoner releases.  The shift in U.S. foreign policy is largely 

symbolic at this stage, and is not expected to result in a repeal of the Cuban embargo in the immediate 

future.  As a result, the vast majority of U.S. restrictions relating to Cuba will remain in place unless further 

action is taken by the President and Congress.  However, the United States is easing certain Cuban 

sanctions, most notably involving travel, remittances, and banking. 

We have summarized below the most important details relating to the President’s announcement.  

Key Elements of the Updated Policy 

During President Obama’s speech and in a White House Fact Sheet, the Obama Administration outlined 

a number of measures that it will undertake in the coming months to reestablish diplomatic relations with 

Cuba and to ease certain sanctions in order to more effectively promote change within Cuba and for the 

Cuban people.  The sanctions relief largely involves the expansion of existing authorizations and 

allowances.   

Key elements of this updated policy include: 

 Instructing the U.S. State Department to immediately initiate discussions with Cuba in order to 

reestablish diplomatic relations, which were severed in 1961, to reestablish a U.S. embassy in 

Cuba, and to work with Cuba on matters of mutual concern, such as human trafficking and 

environmental protection. 

 Instructing the U.S. State Department to initiate a review of Cuba’s designation as a State 

Sponsor of Terrorism (a designation that was put in place in 1982).  This designation, among 

other consequences, makes licensing a requirement for almost all U.S. exports to Cuba. 

 Amending U.S. sanctions and export control regulations to:  

o Expand existing travel and remittance allowances, largely through easier licensing 

procedures (however, of note, there have been no indications that general tourist travel to 

Cuba will be authorized);  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/12/17/fact-sheet-charting-new-course-cuba
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o Authorize U.S. travelers to import limited amounts of Cuban goods into the United States; 

o Authorize certain exports to Cuba’s private sector, such as construction materials for 

private residential construction, goods for use by private sector Cuban entrepreneurs, 

and agricultural equipment for small farmers;  

o Authorize financial services related to approved transactions, including permitting U.S. 

financial institutions to open correspondent accounts at Cuban banks and allowing U.S. 

travelers to use U.S. credit and debit cards within Cuba;  

o Expand export authorization for commercial communications equipment and services, 

including certain consumer communications devices, software, applications, hardware 

and services, and equipment required to update Cuba’s telecommunications 

infrastructure; and  

o Relax the application of sanctions to third countries, namely, to permit foreign 

subsidiaries of U.S. companies to deal with Cuban nationals located outside of Cuba and 

to unblock the U.S. bank accounts of such Cuban nationals. 

The Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”), the agency responsible for 

administering the Cuba sanctions program, released guidance in response to President Obama’s 

announcement, making clear that all Cuba sanctions restrictions currently in place remain in effect.  The 

sanctions relief announced today will be implemented over the next several weeks by amending the 

relevant sanctions and export control regulations.  Such changes will only be effective upon publication of 

the amended regulations. 

President Obama is authorized to effect the changes announced today pursuant to his executive 

authority.  However, President Obama does not have the authority to repeal the Cuba embargo, which 

was codified into law.  A full or partial repeal of the embargo would require action by Congress, which is 

unlikely at this time, given Congress’s current discord on this issue. 

Key Takeaways  

The changes announced today to the U.S.’s Cuba policy mark a significant step toward reestablishing 

diplomatic relations and lessening a sanctions program that many have felt is rigid, outdated, and unlikely 

to accomplish the U.S. Government’s objectives of promoting democracy and human rights within Cuba.  

While the changes to the Cuba sanctions program are modest, these steps are symbolic and may be the 

first important steps in a long road toward ending the U.S. Government’s unilateral embargo against Cuba 

and reestablishing trade relations.  While the initial response from some members of Congress has been 

predictably negative, polls indicate that most Americans favor the President’s position.  It remains to be 

seen what additional executive and congressional action may follow in support of this new policy, and 

how quickly it may occur.  

If you have any questions regarding this announcement or how it may impact your business, please reach 

out to the contacts listed below. 

* * * 

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20141217_33.aspx
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This alert is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business decision should be based on its 

content. If you have any questions about the contents of this alert, please call your regular Fried Frank 

contact or an attorney listed below: 

 

Contacts:  

Hon. Mario Mancuso  +1.202.639.7055 mario.mancuso@friedfrank.com  

Michael Gershberg  +1.202.639.7085 michael.gershberg@friedfrank.com  

 

Fried Frank’s International Trade and Investment Practice regularly represents leading US and 
international operating companies, boards of directors and investment funds in transactional, compliance, 
enforcement and dispute resolution matters worldwide. 
 

For decades, our international trade and investment practitioners have been consistently recognized for 

their legal and policy-based contributions. Today, our practice is unique among its kind: it draws upon the 

Firm’s long tradition of senior US government and diplomatic service, combines policy insight with deep 

technical expertise and business judgment, is fully integrated with Fried Frank’s preeminent Corporate 

and Litigation Practices, and is international in its outlook, experience, network reach and reputation. 
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